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Assessment Report
Level 1 Latin 2017

Standards 90862  90863

Part A: Commentary
Candidates generally provided high quality responses and top candidates clearly found the level of the
passages relatively straightforward.

Candidates should be careful not to make minor mistakes as these can prove costly.  They should also
take care to spell English words correctly, especially proper nouns and words provided in English in the
Vocabulary List. 

It is advisable that candidates use the meanings provided in the Vocabulary List rather than their own
knowledge of the meaning. Although alternative meanings may be accepted in certain contexts, this
will not necessarily be the case especially where a specific meaning or particular nuance is provided
in the Vocabulary List.

Part B: Report on standards

90862:  Translate adapted Latin text into English, demonstrating
understanding
Candidates who were awarded Achievement, commonly:

• translated Romanus as ‘Roman’ rather than ‘of Rome’
• could spell proper names correctly, following the Vocabulary List, e.g., Camillus not Cammillus
• did not repeat pronouns unnecessarily after an intervening clause, e.g.,’Camillus, a Roman citizen,

was refusing’ (not: he was refusing)
• could distinguish between nuances of tense, e.g., nolebatis better translated by ‘was refusing’ than

‘used to refuse’ or ‘would refuse’
• could identify the imperfect tense and translate appropriately, e.g., properabant(began to hurry’

not ‘hurried’,  laborabant(‘were working’ not “worked’), aedificarent (‘were building’, not ‘built’);
some candidates translated the imperfect consistently as a pluperfect (‘had’)

• could identify the perfect tense and translate appropriately, e.g., subierunt(passed beneath, not
‘were passing beneath’), ductae(‘drawn’, not ‘were being drawn’), directi sunt(‘were laid out’, not
‘were being laid out’)

• took account of different of idiom between Latin and English, e.g., persuaderemeans ‘to persuade
someone’, not ‘to persuade to someone’; likewise, discedere ex urbemeans ‘to leave the city’ not
‘to leave from the city’; similarly, agere demeans ‘to discuss’ or ‘to debate about’, not ‘to discuss on’
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• recognised the genitive case and translated appropriately, e.g., ‘the command of the centurion’,
rather than ‘the centurion command’

• made their translation sound like natural English, e.g., forte forum transibantis better translated
‘were crossing the forum by chance’ than ‘were crossing forum by chance’; similarly,  in comitio
means ‘in the place of assembly’ rather than ‘in place of assembly’; likewise, ut tecta in vacuo
passim aedificarentmeans ‘to build houses everywhere on empty ground’ rather than ‘in empty
ground’

• translated words correctly using the Vocabulary List provided, e.g., subeo means ‘to pass beneath’
not ‘to pass through’; similarly, divido means ‘to subdivide properly’ not ‘to subdivide property’.

Candidates who were assessed as Not Achieved, commonly:

• could not spell proper names correctly, following the Vocabulary List, e.g., Camillus not Cammillus
• could not distinguish singular from plural nouns, e.g., senatoresis plural, milites is plural, praesidiisis

plural
• did not check their work carefully to find careless mistakes, e.g.,  signifer being translated as

‘senator’
• could not translate using English words, given in the Vocabulary List provided, e.g., ‘the centurion’s

order’ rather than ‘the centuriums order’
• followed the Latin word order when translating into natural English, e.g.,ceteris civibus persuadere

temptabatis better translated as ‘he tried to convince the rest of the citizens’ rather than ‘the rest
of the citizens he tried to convince; likewise, cloacae igitur veteresmeans ‘therefore the ancient
sewers’ not ‘therefore the sewers ancient’

• did not use the Vocabulary List provided to avoid confusing words, e.g., forte means ‘by chance’
rather than ‘bravely’ (which is fortiter)

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit, commonly:

• could unravel longer clauses, identifying main clause verbs and distinguishing them from verbs in
subordinate clauses

• recognised the partitive genitive in  multi civiumand translated appropriately as ‘many of the
citizens’

• did not add in unnecessary extra words which did not appear in the Latin text, e.g., se accipere
omenmeans ‘that they welcomed the omen’ not ‘that they welcomed this omen’; likewise, cives
laborabantmeans ‘the citizens were working’ not ‘so, the citizens were working’

• could distinguish between quod, a conjunction meaning ‘because’ and a relative pronoun meaning
‘which’, whose antecedent is a neuter singular noun

• were able to use the relative pronoun correctly in English, e.g., the soldiers, who were returning’
rather than ‘the soldiers, whom were returning

• distinguished between the nuances of the perfect/aorist tense, e.g.,  exauditum estis better
translated as ‘was heard clearly’ rather than ‘has been heard clearly’

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence, commonly:

• could identify and translate reported statements, adapting the tense of the Latin infinitive to the
sequence of the verb of the main clause in their English translation, e.g., senatores conclamaverunt
se accipere omen means ‘the senators shouted that they welcomed the omen’ (not ‘that they
welcome’)

• translated using natural expressions of English rather than following Latin idiom, e.g., the reported
command ut ibi manerentis better translated as ‘to stay there’ than ‘so that they would stay there’,
which sounds more like a purpose clause

• did not translate verbs in the subjunctive mood using ‘could’ unless there was a form of possum
involved, e.g., ut tecta aedificarentis not well translated by ‘so that they could build houses’.

Standard specific comments
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Candidates should be encouraged to translate Latin into natural English, following the lead of examples
provided above. 

90863:  Demonstrate understanding of adapted Latin text
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

• could spell grammatical terms correctly, e.g., genitive of possession / possessive genitive, and could
spell case names correctly, e.g., ‘genitive’ not ‘genative’ or ‘genetive’; likewise, ‘nominative’ not
‘nomnative’, ‘nominitive’ or ‘noninative’; likewise ‘indicative’ not ‘indicative’

• used their command of Latin grammar to make logical sense out of the text, e.g., ‘they agitated
the lake’s feet and hands’ is a most unlikely translation

• could distinguish between hic, haec, hocmeaning ‘this’ and ille, illa, illudmeaning ‘that’
• were able to find the answer somewhere in the text, rather than giving their own opinion or

summation.

Candidates who were assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

• could not distinguish singular noun endings from plural noun endings, e.g., sub arbore means ‘under
a tree’ not ‘under trees’

• could not spell proper nouns correctly by copying carefully from the Latin text, e.g., ‘Latona’ not
‘Lacona’ or ‘Latono’

• could not quote Latin words correctly, e.g., arbore not abore.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

• used the information they were given, rather than their own knowledge, e.g., calling Juno’s husband
‘Zeus’ instead of ‘Jupiter’

• could match adjectives correctly with nouns, e.g., alta agrees with valle, not with lacum
• were able to translate appropriately according to the context, e.g., in alta valle is better translated

as ‘in a deep valley’ than ‘in a tall valley’.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

• gave all the detailed information required, e.g., stating that Latona ‘gave birth to twins, under a
tree, on a Greek island’

• made logical sense with their answers, e.g., when the frogs in ripam resilire, they are leaping ‘onto
the bank’, not ‘into the bank’.

Standard specific comments

It is important that candidates spell grammatical terms correctly.  At this level, it is expected that they
should be able to do so.
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